oil in seepage in spark plug tube volvoxc com - the only way oil can get into the spark plug hole is one of 2 things: oil spill when filling the gasket around the oil cap is hardened due to age and is leaking, 1998 toyota camry headlights carid com - if you're in need of replacements for your 1998 toyota camry, our selection of custom factory headlights includes projector beams, LEDs, halos and more. blown head gasket my favorite sealer car repair advice - do you have a blown head gasket in your car or truck? want to know if there is a sealer you can use to repair that gasket yes and I want to show you, bmw 325i leaking oil or smells like burning from engine - someone in the forum stated oil filter housing gasket 750 repair at Firestone my bmw store in Dayton, Ohio would charge a similar amount. Fixed it myself for 11, 100 car maintenance tasks you can do on your own - car maintenance seems daunting at first but start small and work up the car repair ladder. Here are 100 car repair tasks you can do. Ignition misfires Ford escape engine repairpal com - Ford escape ignition misfires 387 reports learn about this problem why it occurs and how to fix it, thermostat replacement question - if you're a competent mechanic then you should be able to do it fairly easily requires a few tools and some careful attention to detail when removing the old gasket. Symptoms of a bad EGR valve axleaddict - recognizing symptoms of a bad EGR valve will help you troubleshoot potential problems sooner and restore engine performance faster. Symptoms of a bad camshaft position sensor axleaddict - Dan Ferrell writes about do it yourself car maintenance and repair. he has certifications in automation and control technology, BMW e36 3 Series automatic transmission fluid change 1992 - New sealing ring for transmission drain plug transmission filter and gasket Kit deXon III Automatic transmission fluid most likely confirm. P0420 dtc code catalyst system efficiency below - Detailed information on the p0420 dtc trouble code includes why it happens and how to fix your car, flush or drain fill the transmission Toyota 4runner - Drop pan clean out the pan magnet clean the filter screen and fill new pan gasket seal flush may cause problems with torque converter, Blue ridge bargains open mon sat 10 7 pm Sunday 10 - Band it junior 3 4 inch x 0 030 inch 8 inch dia 201 stainless steel smooth I'd clamp 25pk 679 USD, Service engine light your mechanic's dirty little secret - I've owned an automotive repair shop for almost 30 years. The first thing we check is the gas cap and there is no charge for that another thing you need to think, Corvette buyers cancelling orders as they await new mid - Huh! Trains might not be fully automated but trains that used to require a crew of 5-6 now operate with 1-2. Many transit systems operate autonomous trains that, If your truck cranks but will not start what would be the - If your truck cranks but will not start what would be the problem starting problem I have a 2000 Ford f150 5 4L the truck cranks but will not start som, slouching toward airworthiness melmoth 2 - The tangles of Naeera's hair may 5 2019 a couple of days ago I did another evaluation flight and requested a papr report from the FAA.
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